
Suggested Equipment 
Motor: MM1904 2500
ESC: 20A
Battery: 3s 800-1500mAh 
Propeller: 6inch
Servos: 9g*4
Radio≥4CH 

Speci�ication 
Wingspan: 1000mm 
Length: 650 mm 
Flying Weight≈320g 

Accessories includePower System（Optional）

Preparation Tool

How to Assemble
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1.Take down the B1,B4,and past onto the fuselage A1,pls 
notice the curve and cut;Assemble the other side in same 
way and paste with foamy glue.

2.Take down the B6 and paste onto the B1,paste the both 
sides of the fuselage with 502 glue.

3.Paste the cut in the middle of the fuselage with foamy 
glue,and do the same the other side.

B6

pls notice the curve and cut
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A1-A9:EPP parts B1-B6:Wood components

C:Round pole D:Fiberglass connection for wing 

E:Rubber band F:Steel wire linkage G:Propeller

H:EZ Connetor
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4.Paste the fuselage bottom A2 with foamy glue,pls notice 
the head must be bent as picture shown;Do not paste the 
cover of cabin.

A2

5.Paste the A6 and A9 onto the upper of the fuselage with 
foamy glue.

6.Paste the vertical tail A3 and A5 with foamy glue.

7.Paste the horizontal tail A4 and A7 with foamy glue.
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８.Install the motor onto the motor mount B2 and fasten 
with screws;Install the prop saver and propeller.

９.Paste the fins onto the fuselage,install the motor at the 
position with foamy glue,pull the motor wires inside of the 
fuselage.Connect the motor with ESC,and put the ESC 
inside of the fuselage.
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12.Connect the two wings together with V-shape fiberglass 
piece D,and paste together with foamy glue,make sure the 
wing with V-shape.

10.Assemble and glue the servo mount with 502,install the 
servo onto the servo mount,pls notice the servo arm at 
opposite direction;Install the EZ-connector onto the servo 
arm.

11.Cut a hole at the bottom of the cabin,glue the servo 
mount inside of the fuselage.

A2
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13.Paste the servo in the preserved hole with foamy 
glue,and assemble the servo horn;Assemble the other side 
in same way.

14.Insert and glue the servo wires into the slot.

15.Insert the wing into the fuselage and put the servo wires 
inside of the fuselage.

16.Insert the round pole in the preserved hole on the 
fuselage,adjust the wing in the middle position,finally 
fasten the wing with rubber band.

17.Install the servo horn onto the rudder and elevator as 
picture shown below,insert the steel wire linkage through 
the tail into the fuselage,connect the Z-shape end onto the 
servo horn.

18.Connect the other end of the linkage with servo arm 
EZ-connector inside the fuselage.

19.Install the servo horn on the aileron,fasten the Z-shape 
end linkage onto the servo horn,connect the other end onto 
the EZ-connetor;Assemble in same way the other side.
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20. Installthe power system and  adjust the C.G.
Battery position

C.G about 80mm from 
the leading edge

finish

C.G


